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Abstract. Quantum detectors made from single photodiodes have both polarization dependency
and high front surface reflectance looses, which results in low external quantum efficiency and
also instability in the responsivity. These effects can be overcame with a special detectors made
from combinations of photodiodes on a skeleton in such a configuration trapping the reflected
beams. Hence, this work describes both construction of Near Infrared (NIR) optical detection
element, made from a skeleton and three large area (10 mm x 10 mm) windowless Germanium
(Ge) photodiodes, and also determination of its responsivity scale. The responsivity scale was
traced to primary systems at laser wavelengths via improved laser stabilization optics and electrical substitution cryogenic radiometer system. Moreover, it was expanded to other wavelengths
in its active range by using physical models developed for the reflectance and quantum efficiency.

1. INTRODUCTION

detectors constructed by Zalewski et al. [2] and
developed by Fox [3] have been used. The aim in
the construction of trap detectors was to remove
the polarization sensitivity of detector to incident
light and reduce the high reflection looses of photodiodes and thereby increase external quantum efficiency.
Today, the densities of infrared activities in active and passive defense technologies are obvious.
Besides this, fiber optic networks in modern communications bring the widespread use of sensitive
devices at 850 nm, 1310 nm, and 1550 nm infrared
wavelengths. In this and similar sectors, in the radiometry field, in order to improve the efficiency of
detection materials, construction and characterization of sensitive, stable and accurate reference devices are subject of current researches. Covering
both Nd:YAG laser wavelength and fiber optics communication wavelengths (850 nm, 1310 nm, and
1550 nm) the near infrared region (NIR) is an impor-

Responsivity is simply current or voltage response
of detectors to incident optical power. Accurate determination of current/voltage, incident optical power
and their stabilities are crucially important for the
users in the optical metrology and industries like;
defense, health, communication, space, ect. In order to meet the expectations coming from these
users, new measurement systems and techniques
have been developed and used especially in metrology institutions.
For the absolute optical power measurements
laser based cryogenic radiometer, which works at
liquid helium temperature and compared to standard radiometers has about 1000 times better accuracy, developed by Quinn and Martin at the National Physical Laboratory, UK (NPL) [1] has been
used.
In order to transfer the absolute optical power to
other measurement systems photodiode based trap
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Fig. 1. Geometrical configurations of photodiodes in the reflection type trap detector.

Fig. 2. High accuracy optical power measurement system.

tant region in optical metrology and the construction of sensitive detection element is seriously important.
To construct trap detectors working in the NIR
region, InGaAs and Ge photodiodes can be used.
Ge photodiodes in some respects have low optical
performances (low shunt current, low spatial uniformity...) compared to InGaAs photodiodes [4,5].
However, due to their low prices they have been preferred to be used in the trap detector construction.
Moreover, it has been shown that both improvements in the Ge production, which results in good
spatial uniformity, low reflectance losses, high quantum efficiency, and measurement conditions such
as; low temperature measurements, light beam stabilization reduces the Ge photodiodes drawbacks
to desirable level [5].

2. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF
THREE ELEMENT REFLECTION
TYPE Ge PHOTODIODE BASED
TRAP DETECTOR
A trap detector made from geometrical combinations of several photodiodes in such a way that reflected light from a photodiode can be trapped by
other photodiodes and hence most of the incident
light can be absorbed within the structure. Depending on the geometrical configuration and number of
photodiodes, trap detectors are classified as reflection, transmission and tunnel traps [3,6-8]. In this
work, a three element reflection type trap detector
was designed in such a way that front surfaces of
two photodiodes mounted on its skeleton make an
angle of 45owith respect to the incident radiation
and that of the third one is just perpendicular to the
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incident beam, Fig. 1. Hence, the incident beam
undergoes five reflections; two of them make 45o
angle with the perpendicular (s) plane of polarization, two make 45oangle with the parallel (p) plane
of polarization and one normal incidence. Thus, in
this process most of the radiation is being absorbed
by photodiodes and the remaining beam returns
back along the incoming beam.
The photodiodes used in this structure were deQW
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cal applications. In order to have high responsivity
and large linearity windowless photodiodes having
large sensitive area (10 mm x 10 mm) were used. It
has been known that the size of sensitive area in
photodiodes has an important effect on their optical
properties. A large sensitive area although leads to
high capacitance, high dark current and high noise
equivalent power in a photodiode, it can also enable
higher responsivity and large linearity range [9,10].

3. REALIZATION OF RESPONSIVITY
SCALE
3.1. Absolute power and responsivity
measurements
The absolute responsivity of Ge photodiode based
trap detector was measured using high accuracy
optical power measurement system, which as
shown in Fig. 2 has two parts; laser power stabilizer (LPS) and electrical substitution cryogenic radiometer (ESCR) systems, which is designed to be
used with a collimated and vertically polarized light
beam having power level ranging from few W to 1
mW. As radiant source Nd:YAG laser was used,
which was aligned to pass through the LPS for the
compensation of power fluctuations and generation
of desired beam profile having Gaussian distribution. The LPS consists of an electro-optic modulator (EOM), temperature controlled monitor photodiode and control electronics. The laser beam incident on the EOM unit passes through a liquid crystal and polarizing beam splitter respectively. The
optical beam leaving from EOM is partially reflected
by the wedged beam splitter and directed to incident on the monitor photodiode which convert optical beam to electrical signal. Signal processing unit
send this signal back to the EOM for controlling the
beam transmittance and getting a constant signal
power output. Using this technique the output stability of 2x10-4 level was reached. Moreover, the spatial profile of the laser beam was adjusted (3 mm
diameter Gaussian beam) using a microscope, pinhole and lens combinations shown in this system.
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The entrance window of the ESCR is made from
a fussed silica glass which is aligned to Brewster
angle. The window was cleaned using suitable solutions and its transmittance was measured as
0.9966 with an uncertainty of 3x10-5 before and after the optical power measurements.
To align the Nd: YAG laser beam into the radiometer cavity, Nd: YAG laser beam was superimposed with visible He-Ne laser beam on the
beamsplitter. Both laser beams were adjusted to
same diameters and their divergences at radiometer cavity point were controlled. He-Ne laser was
aligned into the cavity using pellicules and quadrant photodiodes at the radiometer and cavity entrance points respectively.
Optical power measurement of Nd:YAG laser
beam was performed using static substitution
method. This method is based on sandwiching optical temperature between two electrical temperature points. In the static substitution method, a
measurement cycle consists of three optical points
and two electrical points calculated to be slightly
above and slightly below the optical value [11]. The
optical and electrical points are alternate in the order: optical (Top1), electrical low (TL1, PL1), optical
(Top2), electrical high (TH1, PH1), optical (Top3) electrical low (TL2, PL2), optical (Top4), electrical high (TH2,
PH2). The optical power can be calculated from the
following equation [11].
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As the optical radiation entering into the cavity it
can be reduced by scattering S(), window transmittance T() and imperfect cavity absorbance A().
So, the measured optical power Pop should be corrected for these parameters [12]. The resultant optical power using Eq. (2) was obtained as 218 W
with an uncertainty at the order of 10-4 level.
Pcorr .op 

1

Pop ( )

T ( )

A( )

S ( ) .

(2)

Following the optical power measurements, Ge
trap detector was mowed to the laser beam path
and the generated photocurrent was measured. The
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Fig. 3. Measured and calculated reflectance values of Ge photodiode.

ratio of generated photocurrent to incident optical
power is called responsivity and using Eq. (3), it
can be expresses as [13],

R

V /G
Pcorr .op

,

(3)

where R is the responsivity, V is the measured voltage and G is the amplifier factor (Volt/Amp.).
The absolute responsivity was obtained with an
uncertainty of ~9x10-4 which besides the partial
uncertainties, distributions (normal, rectangular, triangular, etc.) of measurement results and the sensitive coefficients (partial derivatives of each parameters) of the all the parameters in Eqs. (1), (2), and
(3), depends also on parameters like change in homogeneity, linearity, polarization dependency of
detector, scattering and stability of optical beam,
medium temperature, etc.
The responsivity values obtained in this way are
limited to the lasers used in the power measurements. To get its behavior in its whole spectral range
the responsivity should be expressed as function of
wavelength. It is known that as the light beam incident on a photodiode whose output will be affected
by the total reflectance and internal quantum deficiency. Hence, the spectral responsivity of a trap
detector always expressed as a function of these
parameters given as [11],
R

1 
( ) 1

( )

e
,
hc

(4)

w here e is the elem entary charge, is the w avelength in vacuum , h is the P lanck constant, c is the
speed of light in vacuum , r( ) is the spectral reflectance, ( ) is the internal quantum deficiency of trap
detector, and 1- ( ) is the internal quantum efficiency.
T he responsivity values given in E q. (4) can be
calculated via m odeling of the reflectance and quantum efficiency param eters.

3.2. Measurements and calculations
of reflectance
The reflectance values of Ge photodiode were calculated considering the trap detector geometrical
configuration, polarization state of light, angle of incidence of light in this configuration and using the
model developed by A. Haapalinna et al. for the Si
photodiodes [14]. Due to the geometry and number
of photodiodes present in the trap detector the total
reflectance is expressed as

T ( )

(0)s (45)(45),
2

2

(5)

where the (0), s(45) and p(45) are reflections at
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and parallel (p) polarizations respectively.
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flection, transmission equations [14] and optical
constants (n, k) of Ge and SixNy were used. The n,
k of Ge were calculated by applying Krammer-Kronig
dispersion relations to the reflectance of photodiode
measured at the angle close to incident angle [15].
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Fig. 4. Calculated reflectance values of Ge photodiode based trap detector.
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s(45), p(45)) within the range from 250 nm to 1650
nm were measured using the measurement system consisting of light source, monochromator, collimator, polarizer, integrating sphere, lock-in amplifier and Si and InGaAs detectors. The reflectance
values extrapolated to low wavelengths (from 250
nm to 200 nm) using the relation () = (1) (1/)
[16] where is the frequency. The refractive index
for the antireflective coating was calculated using
the relation described by n() AR-coating = x1 + x2/2 [17]
where the x1 and x2 values are taken as 1.9 and
5.4x10-4 nm2 GVSQ
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fitted to the measured data by adjusting the anti
reflective thickness parameter. The difference between measured and calculated data after the best
fit was between 10-3-10-4 level. The anti reflective
thickness after the fitting was obtained as 200 nm.
Substituting (0), s (45) and p (45) into Eq. (4) the
reflectance of trap detector were calculated. The
result indicates that the reflectance of trap detector
is below 1.0% over the wavelengths under the study,
this means that in this region the responsivity is
insensitive to the reflectance changes, but increases
at short wavelengths.

3.3. Quantum Efficiency Calculation
The quantum efficiency (QE) is defined as a degree
of effectiveness of the incident radiant flux for producing measurable parameters like temperature,
current, etc., in a detector [17]. Depending on the
portion of radiant flux that takes part in formation of
these effects it can be defined as internal QE and
external QE. The internal QE for a photodiode is

the number of electron hole pairs created per absorbed photons; whereas, the external QE is the
number of number of electron hole pairs created per
incident photons [18].
To calculate the QE of photodiode consider that
a flux of photons (F0) incident on a photodiode, where
some portion of that flux undergoes reflection losses,
the remaining part transmits through the surface
passivating layer, and is absorbed by photodiode,
results in generation of electron hole minority carriers. To be able to express the photocurrent in the pn photodiode drift and diffusion current of carriers
given in Eq. (6) should be examined [12,13]

Jp

pqp E

Jn

nqn E qDn

qDp

d pn

,

(6a)

,

(6b)

dx
d np
dx

where the first terms are drift currents which arise
from electric field E at the space charge region, and
second terms are diffusion currents due to concentration gradient of carriers, Dp,n and p,n are hole (electron) diffusion constant and mobility respectively.
The photon flux inside the photodiode varies exponentially with distance generate electron hole
pairs. Some of these carriers undergo recombination and do not contribute to current. Thus, the variation of these carriers inside the photodiode, which
is called continuity equation, can be given as [12,13]

p( x, t d t ) p( x, t ) A d x
Fp ( x ) Fp ( x d x ) A d t Gp Rp A d x d t ,

(7a)
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n( x, t d t ) n( x, t ) A d x
Fn ( x ) Fn ( x d x ) A d t Gn Rn A d x d t ,

(7b)

where terms in the left hand side are time rate of
change of carriers in Adx volume element, first terms
in the right hand side are the change in the photon
flux, and G and R are generation and recombination
of carriers.
Using the relation between current density and
photon flux for electron and holes Jn,p = sqF and
also substituting Eqs. (6a) and (6b) into Eqs. (7a)
and (7b) we get the following equations.
2
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t

x
2

np
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t
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np

x

E p

2

2

E p

pn
x
np
x

Gp

Rp ,

(8a)

Gn

Rn .

(8b)

Since the absorption depth depends on absorption coefficient, we assumed that at short wavelengths negligible amount of photons can be absorbed in the thin p-region. Photons within 850-1650
nm are almost absorbed in the p-region and depletion region, where due to build in field approximately
all the generated electron hole pairs contribute to
the current and as a result internal QE is assumed
to be unity. However, in the n-region due to recombination of carriers the internal QE is expected to
deviate much from unity at higher wavelengths. In
the light of these assumptions, we calculate internal QE by considering the diffusion current due to
minority carriers in n side of photodiode and drift
current in the depletion region.
The diffusion current in n side of photodiode may
be obtained by considering the electric field in the
neutral n region as zero and also by taking into account only steady state condition. Then the first term
in the left hand side of Eq. (8a) vanishes and we
have
2

Dp

pn

x

2

G

R

0.

(9)

Solution of Eq. (9), considering that the electric field
is zero in Eq. (8a) gives
pn

pn ( x )

Ip

qADp

dp
dx

,

(10)

where Ip (Jp = I/A) is the minority hole current.
The generation G and recombination R rate parameters in Eq. (9) were defined by considering that
the generation rate of electron and hole pairs inside
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the photodiode in the both depletion and n regions
vary exponentially as a function of absorption coefficient as G = (1 - )F0 e- x. Recombination rate
in Ge photodiode, which have indirect band gap, is
defined by the local energy levels within the band.
We used recombination rate defined by Hall, Read,
and Shockley and made an assumption that trap
energy level is at the mid gap, so for low injection
we have [19,20] R = (pn-pn0)/ p. The minority carriers
in the n side of photodiode can be obtained by solving Eq. (10) and considering the behavior of these
carriers at the points x = W (depletion region width)
and x = 0 (the point too away from the depletion
region in the n side). Assuming the behavior of the
minority carrier in the mentioned points as pn = pn0
for x = , and pn = 0 for x = W, their variation as a
function of distance obtained as
W x

pn

pn 0 Ce

pn 0

W

e



Ce

Lp

(11)

x

with Lp = (Dp p)1/2 and C = (1 - )F0 p/(1 - 2Lp2).
Substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (10) the diffusion current can be obtained as in the following form.
Idiff

qA 1  F0

Lp
1  Lp

e

W

qApn 0

Dp

.

Lp

(12)

The drift current due to field in depletion region
can be calculated by integrating all the generated
carriers
W

Idiff

qA G( x ) d x

qA 1  F0 1 e

W

. (13)

0

The total current in the examined photodiode is the
sum of diffusion and drift current (Im = Idrift + Idiff).
Hence, summing the two expressions given in Eqs.
(12) and (13) gives
Im

qA 1  F0 1

e

W

1  Lp



qApn 0

Dp
Lp

. (14)

This expression is the results of the contribution
of number of electron hole pairs (I/q) to the measured current. It is known that inside a photodiode
some of the created electron hole pairs due to recombination do not contribute the measured current. So, the total numbers of electron hole pairs
created by the absorbed photon should be expressed as (It /q)(1 - ), where is denotes the recombination effects and also called as the quantum deficiency of a photodiode.
Neglecting the leftmost term in Eq. (14), which
is due to dark current and is very small, and rewrit-
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Fig. 5. Absorption coefficient in Ge photodiode as a function of wavelength.

Fig. 6. Quantum efficiency and responsivity of Ge photodiode based trap detector.

ing Eq. (14) in terms of total numbers of electron
hole pairs (It /q)(1 - ) created per incident photons
AF0 we get the relation between external ( ext) and
internal QE ( int). Because the term (It /q)/ AF0 is
equal to external QE and 1-d is internal QE.
1 
ext

1 

qAF0
int

1

1 
qAF

m

e

W

1  Lp


.

1

t

(15)

The unknown parameters in this Eq. (15) are
absorption coefficient, depletion layer width and diffusion length. The absorption coefficient can be obtained using the optical constants (n, k) of Ge photodiode and = 4 k/relation. The calculated absorption coefficient as a function of wavelength is
shown in Fig. 5. The other parameters W and L
were obtained by fitting the calculated QE values to

measured ones which are calculated using Eq. (4)
where the absolute responsivity (R) and reflectance
() values were obtained at the laser wavelengths
as described in sections 3.1. and 3.2.
Fig. 6 indicates those internal and external QE
of Ge photodiode based trap detectors are close to
each other and external QE slightly less than internal QE values. This is expected because from Eq.
(15) it can easily seen that there is a ext = (1 - ) int
relation between external and internal QE values.
This relation also point out how a trap detector removes polarization dependency and reduces reflectance looses of a photodiode. In a single photodiode
internal QE is independent of polarization state of
incident beam because at different angles of incidence and polarization state, although the absorbed
number of photon varies the ratios of countable
events in a photodiode to the absorbed photons are
almost the same. External QE on the other hand
depends on polarization state of incident beam and
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angle of incidence since front layer reflectance depends on polarization state of incident beam.
Having characterizing the reflectance and QE,
using Eq. (4) the responsivity of Ge photodiode
based trap detector can be determined, Fig. 6.
Ge photodiodes used in the trap detector construction are p-n type photodiodes. The n and p layers are formed by doping Ge with Galium (Ga) and
Arsenic (As) respectively. The front region is coated
wit SixNy anti reflecting coating. Low responsivity at
shorter wavelengths can be related to generations
of carriers away from depletion layer that is close to
Ge / SixNy interface where recombination are expected to be high. At higher wavelengths, beyond
1550 nm the sharp decrease is considered to be
result of direct band gap transitions in Ge [19].

4. CONCLUSION
The construction and realization of the spectral
responsivity of Ge based reflection type trap detectors were studied in this work. Different measurement systems were established in order to optically
characterize the constructed detector and to calculate its effects on the uncertainty. The scale was
linked to high accuracy electrical substitution cryogenic radiometer and was expanded to other wavelengths in its active range by modeling reflectance
and QE values.
The usage of the constructed Ge photodiode
based trap detector for the determination of
responsivity of detectors within its spectral
responsivity and linearity range improved the uncertainty about 0.9% in the NIR region compared to
previous uncertainty scale which was traceable to
Electrically Calibrated Pyroelectric Radiometer.
Therefore, the Ge trap detector can be used effectively in metrology especially in the fiber optics communication wavelengths and some other crucial
sensors operating at NIR wavelengths.
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